. In that case, d' tends to overestimate true sensitivity for conservative criteria and to underestimate it for liberal criteria. Thus, an apparent sensitivity difference, measured by d' , may actually reflect only a change in response bias between conditions.
The solution to the dependence of d' and bias is to use receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to evaluate whether memory sensitivity, response bias, or both are affected by the emotionality of the stimuli. An ROC curve plots the hit rate against the false alarm rate as a function of bias. The curves allow clear evaluation of differences in bias-points that fall on a common theoretical curve-and differences in sensitivity-points that fall on distinct curves (see Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) . Collecting ROC data has the added advantage that it constrains the fits of memory models that make distinct predictions about the processes underlying remember-know judgments (Rotello, Macmillan, Hicks, & Hautus, 2006; Rotello, Macmillan, & Reeder, 2004) . A simple method for obtaining ROC data, used here, is to ask subjects to rate their confidence that each test item was studied.
We report two experiments in which subjects studied a series of neutral and emotional words. The subjects were then given a recognition test. They made their responses on a 6-point confidence scale, and supplemented each "old" response with a subjective report of the basis of that decision ("remember" or "know") . The goals of the study were to assess (1) whether emotional words resulted in increased memory sensitivity, (2) whether response bias changed as a function of emotion, and (3) whether emotion increased the use of a recollective process in recognition. Goals 1 and 2 were addressed with ROC data. Goal 3 was evaluated by fitting quantitative models of memory to the data that make distinct assumptions about the nature of "remembering."
ExpERimEntS 1A AnD 1B
The experiments differed in materials only. Design. We used a 2 3 3 factorial design with two within-subjects factors: item status (studied, new) and emotionality of the words (negative and arousing, neutral, or positive and arousing). materials. Stimuli were selected from the ANEW pool of words (Bradley & Lang, 1999) , for which self-reported arousal levels are correlated with physiological measures of arousal (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1998) . In Experiment 1A, there were 96 negative-arousing words (mean valence 5 2.24; mean arousal 5 6.63), 96 positivearousing words (mean valence 5 7.79; mean arousal 5 6.48), and 96 neutral, nonarousing words (mean valence 5 5.16; mean arousal 5 4.15). Francis and Kučera (1982) word frequencies were equated across emotion. In Experiment 1A, semantic interrelatedness among the negative and positive words was matched using latent semantic analysis (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998) . In Experiment 1B, we added an additional 96 neutral words to increase the semantic relatedness of the neutral words, thereby matching semantic relatedness among all classes of words, while retaining the other characteristics of the materials.
procedure. The subjects were instructed to study 144 words (48 neutral, 48 negative, 48 positive) in Experiment 1A, or 192 words (96 neutral, 48 negative, 48 positive) in Experiment 1B. The words were shown one at a time for 3 sec each. Immediately following presentation of the study list, the subjects made recognition judgments for 288 (Experiment 1A) or 384 (Experiment 1B) test words (half studied, half new) on a scale of 1 (sure old ) to 6 (sure new). For items judged to be "old," subjects used Rajaram's (1993) descriptions of remembering and knowing to make remember-know judgments. Study and test sequences were randomly ordered for each subject.
Results
We consider the data in three ways: (1) overall response proportions collapsed across confidence ratings, for comparison with the literature; (2) ROC curves, for clear evaluation of sensitivity and bias; (3) theoretical analysis of the data with four models that make different assumptions about the interpretation of "remember" and "know" judgments.
Behavioral data. Overall hit and false alarm rates, and the proportion of "remember" and "know" responses given to old and new words, are shown in the first four rows of Table 1 . In Experiment 1A, the proportion of "old" judgments was higher for negative words (M 5 .51) than for neutral words (M 5 .35) and positive words (M 5 .38), regardless of whether the words had been studied [F(2,58) 5 38.45, MS e 5 .01, p , .01]. This liberal response bias for negative stimuli is consistently observed in the literature. Negative words were also more likely to be accompanied by the subjective experience of "remembering" (M 5 .26) than were neutral words (M 5 .17) or positive words (M 5 .16), regardless of whether the words had been studied [F(2,58) Maratos et al. (2000) , who found that emotion reduced recognition accuracy when the emotional words were more semantically interrelated than the neutral words. The response bias measure c was also lower for negative words (M 5 ].02) than for neutral words (M 5 .55) and positive words (M 5 .40) [F(2,58) 5 44.51, MS e 5 .06, p , .01; see Table 1 , row 6]. In Experiment 1B, semantic relatedness was matched across all words, and we observed no effect of emotion on recognition accuracy (F , 1.50; see Windmann & Kutas, 2001 ). Thus, equating the semantic relatedness of the word types eliminated any effect of emotion on memory accuracy. We did replicate Experiment 1A's result that negative emotion resulted in a more liberal response bias. In Experiment 1B, c was lower for negative words (M 5 ].19) than for neutral words (M 5 .31) and positive words (M 5 .28) [F(2,58) 5 63.03, MS e 5 .04, p , .01]. Because response bias differed across conditions, we turn to the ROC data for a more appropriate evaluation of memory sensitivity.
ROC data. ROC curves were created by plotting hit rates against false alarm rates as a function of confidence. The highest confidence "old" decisions constitute the leftmost point in ROC space; decreasing confidence is reflected in the points to the right. Three aspects of the ROC are relevant: (1) all points on the same ROC curve reflect the same memory sensitivity; (2) higher sensitivity is indicated by curves that fall toward the upper-left portion of the space, where the hit rate is higher relative to the false alarm rate; and (3) different response bias is indicated by a change in the location of points along the same curve. If two points fall on the same curve, the point that is closer to (1, 1) reflects a more liberal response bias, because it reflects a higher hit rate as well as a higher false alarm rate than a point closer to (0, 0). Figure 1 shows the old-new ROC points for each stimulus type, on the basis of group data from Experiment 1A (top row) and 1B (bottom row). Two main effects of emotion are apparent in these data. First, memory sensitivity is higher for the neutral than for the emotional words in Experiment 1A, as can be seen by the higher position of the ROC curve for neutral items. This sensitivity effect disappears in Experiment 1B, in which the neutral and emotional stimuli were matched on semantic relatedness. Second, response bias was more liberal for the negative than for the neutral and positive words in both experiments, as can be seen by the higher position of the negative point in comparison with the neutral and positive points at each level of confidence. The asymmetrical shape of these old-new ROC curves is consistent with both the dual-process model (Yonelinas, 1994) and an unequalvariance signal-detection model (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) . Next, we fit different models of remember-know judgments to individual subjects' ROC curves and their remember-know response rates at each confidence level to determine whether the increased "old" and "remember" response rates to negative words are a function of more detailed recollection for emotional than for neutral stimuli.
model-based analyses. There are four dominant quantitative models of remember-know judgments that make distinct assumptions about the meaning of "remember" responses (see Rotello et al., 2006 , for model details and equations). We fit these models to our data with the goal of appropriately interpreting the increased "remember" rates to the negative stimuli: Do the "remember" judgments reflect increased recollection of those stimuli, or not?
In both of the one-dimensional signal-detection models, "remember" responses simply reflect item familiarity; they do not result from recollection. In these models, subjects set a criterion level of strength, above which, items are called "old." Remember-know judgments are made by setting a second criterion, above which, items are said to be "remembered," and below which, they are "known" to be old (Donaldson, 1996) . The two versions of this model differ only in their assumptions about the stability of the decision criteria over trials: The fixed version assumes that there is no variability in the locations of the criteria (Donaldson, 1996) , whereas the variable-criterion version assumes that the remember-know criterion is variable (Wixted & Stretch, 2004) . Figure 2A summarizes these models graphically.
The second model we fit to our data is the dual-process model first proposed by Yonelinas (1994) and later extended to the remember-know paradigm (Yonelinas, 2001; Yonelinas, Dobbins, Szymanski, Dhaliwal, & King, 1996) . In the dual-process model, "remember" and "know" judgments reflect distinct underlying memory processes. "Remember" judgments reflect the contribution of a high-threshold recollective process in which recollection is assumed to result in high-confidence "old" responses to studied items only. Because new items cannot be recollected, "remember" responses should predominately occur after "sure old" judgments for studied words. In contrast, "know" judgments can occur with any level of confidence, and reflect the contribution of an equal-variance signaldetection process, as depicted in Figure 2B .
Finally, we fit a two-dimensional signal-detectionbased model known as STREAK (Rotello et al., 2004) to the data. STREAK (depicted in Figure 2C ) assumes that old-new recognition judgments are based on the sum of two kinds of memory strength, global and specific, whereas remember-know judgments are based on the difference of those strengths. Thus, STREAK shares the view of the one-dimensional model that remember-know judgments reflect different amounts of the same underlying memory information.
Each condition in this experiment provided a matrix of 18 response frequencies (6 confidence ratings 3 2 types of items [old or new] , where 3 of the ratings were followed by 2 types of judgment [remember or know]) for each subject. Each model was fit to the full pattern of "remember," "know," and "new" responses across confidence levels (i.e., for each model, we generated the predicted probability of each type of response at each confidence level, then minimized the differences between observed and predicted response probabilities). The best-fitting parameter values were found by using maximum-likelihood estimation (see Rotello et al., 2006) . The models differ in their number of free parameters and are not nested, so we used Akaike's information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1973) to compare the model fits while adjusting for the number of parameters. We fit all conditions simultaneously (though all criteria, sensitivity, and other parameters were free to vary across conditions), which resulted in a single AIC value for each subject-model combination. Table 2 shows the mean AIC value for each model.
Forty-one subjects' data (19 in Experiment 1A; 22 in Experiment 1B) were best described by the one-dimensional model (either fixed [14 subjects in Experiment 1A; 10 in Experiment 1B] or variable criterion [5 subjects in Experiment 1A; 12 in Experiment 1B]); 19 subjects' data (11 in Experiment 1A; 8 in Experiment 1B) were best fit by the dual-process model. STREAK did not provide the best fit for any subject, probably because the "remember" response rates were correlated with confidence level in our data, contrary to the model's predictions; thus, we will not
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False Alarm Rate consider it further. In sum, for the majority of our subjects (68%), there was no evidence that "remember" responses reflected the retrieval of episodic details.
Although our conclusions are based on individual subjects' fits, we also fit the group data so that we could provide a graphical indication of the model fits. In Figure 1 , the best-fitting functions of the dual-process model (panels A and C) and the variable-criterion one-dimensional model (panels B and D) are superimposed on the group ROCs. 2 The top row shows Experiment 1A; the bottom shows Experiment 1B. Notice that the dual-process model systematically misses the conservative points on the ROCs. In addition, the cumulative group "remember" response rates are shown for each condition as a function of confidence level in Figure 3A (Experiment 1A) and 3B (Experiment 1B), along with the functions predicted by the dual-process and one-dimensional models. Notice that the observed "remember" response rates rise as the response criterion becomes more liberal: This pattern indicates that subjects spread their "remember" judgments over confidence levels. The one-dimensional model predicts that the "remember" response rates will rise as criterion becomes more liberal (the model predictions have a positive slope with confidence), but the dual-process model does not (the model predictions are flat across confidence), because it assumes that essentially all "remember" responses follow "sure old" judgments.
Finally, the individual subjects' parameter values were subjected to ANOVA. We found that response bias shifts were the primary influence of emotion for all models. The effects of emotion on the parameter values (shown in Table 3 ) are consistent with the behavioral effects seen in Table 1 in reflecting clear bias changes; sensitivity differences occurred only in Experiment 1A, in which the emotional words were more interrelated than the neutral words.
Discussion
Our results indicate that negative-arousing words consistently elicit more "old" judgments on a recognition test than do neutral or positive-arousing words. These "old" judgments to negative stimuli are associated with a greater probability of the subjective experience of "remembering" than are neutral or positive words. However, there was no effect of emotion on memory sensitivity when the semantic similarity of the neutral and emotional stimuli was equated (Experiment 1B). Instead, negative emotional arousal consistently resulted in a more lenient response bias. Finally, our modeling analysis indicated that "remember" judgments to emotional stimuli do not reflect use of a recollective process or retrieval of episodic details. implications for models of remember-know judgments. The one-dimensional signal-detection model provides the best general account of our data. The individual model fits indicated that this model most accurately described the data for 68% of our subjects. On this view, subjects respond more liberally to negative stimuli than to neutral and positive ones, but do not show enhanced accuracy to those items. Moreover, according to the onedimensional model, the subjective experience of "remembering" the emotional items was also simply an effect of response bias. These results with emotional stimuli are consistent with prior conclusions on recognition judgments more generally (Rotello et al., 2006) .
The dual-process model provides a relatively poor description of these data, accounting for only 32% of the subjects' data. This is likely because the dual-process model predicts that "remember" judgments will occur predominately at the highest level of confidence, whereas our subjects used a range of confidence levels to report "remembering" (see also Rotello, Macmillan, Reeder, & Wong, 2005) . We conclude that emotion uniformly changes response bias and that "remember" judgments to emotional stimuli are made on the basis of item familiarity, not recollection. These behavioral findings are fundamentally inconsistent with the notion that a high-threshold recollective process contributes to the recognition of emotional stimuli.
implications for the emotion literature. The belief that emotion enhances memory accuracy is predominant in the literature and receives some empirical support from previous studies of free recall (e.g., Doerksen & Shimamura, 2001; Phelps, LaBar, & Spencer, 1997) . 3 However, examination of studies of recognition of emotional stimuli indicates that support for this belief is weak. Some studies do find that emotion enhances recognition accuracy (Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Ochsner, 2000) . Yet others find no difference in memory accuracy between neutral and emotional stimuli (Comblain, D'Argembeau, Van der Linden, & Aldenhoff, 2004; Leiphart, Rosenfeld, & Gabrieli, 1993; Pesta, Murphy, & Sanders, 2001; Windmann & Kutas, 2001) , or observe that recognition accuracy is lower for negative words than for neutral words (Maratos et al., 2000) .
Our data suggest that inadequate control over the semantic similarity of the emotional and neutral words may contribute to these mixed results. In our data, the emotionally arousing words were associated with lower levels of recognition accuracy when they were more semantically interrelated than the neutral words were. However, when semantic similarity was matched between the neutral and emotional words, there was a difference in response bias, but not in recognition accuracy. Indeed, Windmann and Kutas (2001) also matched the semantic relatedness of their emotional and neutral words and reported that emotion only changed response bias. A similar suggestion has been made about the effects of emotion on recall (Phelps et al., 1998) .
In conclusion, emotion does not enhance recognition accuracy when semantic relatedness is controlled across the neutral and emotional stimuli. However, emotion does have two consistent effects on recognition. First, negative arousal results in more liberal response bias. Second, emotion enhances the subjective experience of recollection as measured by the remember-know procedure. Our modeling results suggest that the enhanced experience of recollection for emotional stimuli is based only on item familiarity, not true recollection. Taken together, these findings indicate that emotion merely creates the illusion of recollection in recognition memory.
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